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Kindergarten Media Specials  
Quarter 1: Library Orientation (What are libraries, how to sit on the carpet for a read-aloud, how to check out a book, 
how to choose a book, parts of a book, using a shelf marker, navigating the library, story elements like plot and 
character)

Quarter 2:  Author/Illustrator Studies, Stations Training (careers in book creation,, story elements like 
character/setting/plot, similarities and differences in style, learning procedures for each type of activity)

Quarter 3:  North Carolina Children’s Book Award Nominees (students listen to books nominated for the NCCBA 
Award, learn about different types of book awards, vote for their favorite NCCBA nominee, story elements like 
conflict/resolution or problem/solution, story structure 

Quarter 4:  Research Skills and Digital Citizenship (students will learn the very basics of research skills and digital 
citizenship using a variety of resources including, but not limited to, Common Sense Media. Read-alouds and checkout 
will still occur during each media class) 

Units (Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4) will support (and be driven by) NCSCOS Content Standards taught in the classroom. STEAM and 
Makerspace skills (including but not limited to crafts, building/engineering, digital tools, coding, etc) are woven into all 
quarterly units through centers and table activities, usually after the weekly lesson. A focus is put on creativity and critical 
thinking. 



1st Grade Media Specials 
Quarter 1: Library Orientation (how to choose and check out a book, using a shelf marker review, how to navigate the 
library, beginning understanding of Dewey Decimal system and spine labels, review of story elements like plot and 
character)

Quarter 2: Author/Illustrator Studies, Stations Training (author/illustrator careers review, becoming 
authors/illustrators, character development, review of story elements setting/plot, similarities and differences in style, 
learning procedures for each activity station)

Quarter 3: North Carolina Children’s Book Award Nominees (students listen to books nominated for the NCCBA Award, 
learn about different types of book awards, vote for their favorite NCCBA nominee, discuss story elements like 
conflict/resolution or problem/solution, story structure 

Quarter 4: Research Skills and Digital Citizenship (students will build upon research skills and digital citizenship 
learned the previous year, using a variety of resources including, but not limited to, Common Sense Media. Read-alouds 
and checkout will still occur during each media class.)

Units (Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4) will support (and be driven by) NCSCOS Content Standards taught in the classroom. 
STEAM and Makerspace skills (including but not limited to crafts, building/engineering, digital tools, coding, 
etc) are woven into all quarterly units through centers and table activities, usually after the weekly lesson. A 
focus is put on creativity and critical thinking. 



2nd Grade Media Specials 
Quarter 1: Library Orientation (how to choose and check out a book, using a shelf marker review, how to navigate the 
library by continuing and building understanding of Dewey Decimal system and spine labels, putting books in order and 
organizing the library, plot and character story element review

Quarter 2: Author/Illustrator Studies, Stations Training (author/illustrator review, character development, review of 
story elements like setting/plot/character development, similarities and differences in style, becoming authors and 
illustrators, reviewing procedures for each activity station and learning new ones)

Quarter 3: North Carolina Children’s Book Award Nominees (students listen to books nominated for the NCCBA Award, 
learn about different types of book awards, vote for their favorite NCCBA nominee), discuss story elements like 
conflict/resolution or problem/solution, story structure

Quarter 4: Research Skills and Digital Citizenship (students will build upon research skills and digital citizenship 
learned the previous year, using a variety of resources including, but not limited to, Common Sense Media. Read-alouds 
will occur during most classes. Checkout will still occur during each media class.)

2nd graders will also learn how to use SORA and Destiny Discover at some point in the year.

Units (Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4) will support (and be driven by) NCSCOS Content Standards taught in the classroom. 
STEAM and Makerspace skills (including but not limited to crafts, building/engineering, digital tools, coding, 
etc) are woven into all quarterly units through centers and table activities, usually after the weekly lesson. A 
focus is put on creativity and critical thinking. 



3rd Grade Media Specials 
Quarter 1: Library Orientation (choosing a book, library organization/Dewey Decimal system/ordering spine 
labels, self checkout, SORA ebooks and Destiny Discover library catalog, Canvas virtual media center, 
centers/stations training)

Quarter 2: Research Skills and Digital Citizenship (Students will build upon research skills and digital 
citizenship learned the previous year, using a variety of resources including, but not limited to, Common Sense 
Media and NCWiseOwl.)

Quarter 3: NC Children’s Book Award, Literary Fun (Students will read/listen to NCCBA nominees and vote on 
their favorites. They will create book talks/reviews for other students using digital tools and create/illustrate 
stories and graphic novels using digital tools, paper, or stop-motion animation.)

Quarter 4: Curriculum Standards Review, Literary Fun (Lessons will be created to best support standards 
needing review prior to EOG testing. Students will continue to use makerspace stations and fun literary skills 
from Q3.)

Units (Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4) will support (and be driven by) NCSCOS Content Standards taught in the classroom. STEAM and 
Makerspace skills (including but not limited to crafts, building/engineering, digital tools, coding, etc) are woven into all 
quarterly units through centers and table activities, usually after the weekly lesson. A focus is put on creativity and critical 
thinking. 



4th Grade Media Specials 
Quarter 1: Library Orientation (choosing a book, library organization/Dewey Decimal system/ordering spine 
labels, self checkout, SORA ebooks and Destiny Discover library catalog, Canvas virtual media center, 
centers/stations training)

Quarter 2: Research Skills and Digital Citizenship (Students will build upon research skills and digital 
citizenship learned the previous year, using a variety of resources including, but not limited to, Common Sense 
Media, NCWiseOw, and FCPL Public Library research resources.)

Quarter 3: NC Children’s Book Award, Literary Fun (Students will read/listen to NCCBA nominees and vote on 
their favorites. They will create book talks/reviews for other students using digital tools and create/illustrate 
stories and graphic novels using digital tools, paper, or stop-motion animation.)

Quarter 4: Curriculum Standards Review, Literary Fun (Lessons will be created to best support 
standards needing review prior to EOG testing. Students will continue to use makerspace stations and 
fun literary skills from Q3.)

Units (Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4) will support (and be driven by) NCSCOS Content Standards taught in the classroom. 
STEAM and Makerspace skills (including but not limited to crafts, building/engineering, digital tools, coding, 
etc) are woven into all quarterly units through centers and table activities, usually after the weekly lesson. A 
focus is put on creativity and critical thinking. 



5th Grade Media Specials 

Quarter 1: Library Orientation (choosing a book, library organization/Dewey Decimal system/ordering 
spine labels, self checkout, SORA ebooks and Destiny Discover library catalog, Canvas virtual media 
center, centers/stations training)

Quarter 2: Research Skills and Digital Citizenship (Students will build upon research skills and digital 
citizenship learned the previous year, using a variety of resources including, but not limited to, 
Common Sense Media, NCWiseOw, and FCPL Public Library research resources.)

Quarter 3: NC Children’s Book Award, Literary Fun (Students will read/listen to NCCBA nominees and 
vote on their favorites. They will create book talks/reviews for other students using digital tools and 
create/illustrate stories and graphic novels using digital tools, paper, or stop-motion animation.)

Quarter 4: Curriculum Standards Review, Research Skills Review (Lessons will be created to best support 
standards needing review prior to EOG testing. Students will continue to check out and use makerspace 
stations. Research skills review and practice will be included to prepare for middle school)

Units (Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4) will support (and be driven by) NCSCOS Content Standards taught in the classroom. 
STEAM and Makerspace skills (including but not limited to crafts, building/engineering, digital tools, coding, 
etc) are woven into all quarterly units through centers and table activities, usually after the weekly lesson. A 
focus is put on creativity and critical thinking. 


